Cool Earth / The Adventurists Leaderboard Competition Terms
and Conditions 2018.

1. Teams are eligible for this fundraising initiative if they are fully signed up
to an adventures with The Adventurists (www.theadventurists.com)
2. All teams that raise £1,000 or more (not including UK Gift Aid) will be
entered into the draw unless they request to be omitted. Only funds raised
through a recognised fundraising platform that is accepted by Cool Earth
(Cool Earth Online Fundraising Page, Just Giving, Virgin Money Giving, First
Giving, My Donate) and displayed on a live fundraising profile page or funds
that have been received directly before the deadline by Cool Earth and verified
will be taken into account. The funds must either be displayed on a verified
fundraising profile page or be in the account of Cool Earth by the deadline.
Transactions still underway when the deadline passes can’t be taken into
account.
3. Only funds raised for Cool Earth, the official Adventurists charity, will count
towards the £1,000 and subsequently be entered into the prize draw.
4. The deadline for meeting the minimum requirement of £1,000 raised for
Cool Earth is 09:00 UK British Summer time on Sunday 31st December 2017,
meaning any funds transferred to Cool Earth directly need to clear in their
account on Monday 18th December to ensure they are counted for this
competition.
5. No responsibility will be taken for funds not recognised or received by the
deadline.
6. The Adventurists and Cool Earth reserve the right to cancel this competition
or change the terms and conditions at any time.
7. A draw will be made from all eligible teams on a date to be decided. The first
team to be selected will win a trip to Peru, led and organised by Cool Earth.
This prize will have a separate set of terms and conditions encompassing the
trip itself. The summary details are that the winning team will be invited to
visit a Cool Earth project in Peru. Flights, accommodation and domestic travel
in Peru will be included in the prize. The winning team will be responsible for
insurance and other miscellaneous costs to be advised. The winners will be
required to sign an agreement limiting the liability of the expedition organisers
and any other documents as required to facilitate the trip. Teams should be
aware that to qualify for the competition draw they must raise at least £1,000
per team.
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8. The winning team must be willing to travel in May 2019 on the dates
provided by Cool Earth and by the means provided by Cool Earth. This prize
cannot be deferred or transferred in any way and there is no alternative, cash
or otherwise. The nature of Cool Earth’s work and of their projects means that
sometimes trips have to be canceled or deferred at short notice. Should this
happen all reasonable effort will be taken to ensure that the winning team can
still join the trip, but teams must accept that the trip may be canceled at short
notice.
9. If the team that is selected to win the trip to Peru with Cool Earth does not
want to go or is unable to travel on the selected dates, or doesn’t reply to
communications within five working days, the prize will be offered to the next
team picked by the draw. No cash or other alternative is offered. At the time of
the main draw, all teams will be selected in turn to generate the order in which
the trip will be offered in these circumstances.
10. No correspondence, attempts to win favour, bribery or other such gubbins
will be considered. The rules are clear, so it doesn't matter how many bottles of
vintage wine or single malt whisky you send to us, it won’t be taken into
consideration.
11. The winning team will agree to be filmed and photographed for
promotional materials and that a media agreement will be drawn up meaning
the rights to any content produced on the trip will be reserved by The
Adventurists and Cool Earth.
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